In this article we present a new prepare and measure quantum key distribution protocol that decouples the necessary quantum channel error estimation from its dependency on sifting, or otherwise post-selecting, the detection outcomes. Rather than estimating Eve's coupling to the quantum channel from the statistics of the sifted key, we infer this information from weak measurements made equally on all of the received photons immediately prior to post-selection by the photon detectors. We prove that the accuracy of the weak measurement parameter estimation is robust to reasonable device imperfections, even in an adversarial environment, and hence the asymptotic security of this protocol can be inferred from the security analysis of BB84. In addition to eliminating detector basis-dependent attacks, such as detector blinding, we demonstrate that this new prepared and measure QKD protocol is immune to a very powerful class of measurement-side device attacks that also allow an adversary control of the weak measurement outcomes given two modest requirements placed on the measurement-side devices. Finally, we compare the asymptotically achievable secure key rate of a decoy state version of the weak measurement protocol and show it is essentially equal to that of BB84 with decoy states and significantly higher than MDI-QKD for realistic system parameters.
Introduction
In the asymptotic security analysis of QKD protocols, one prevailing assumption is that the bit error rates can be ascertained to arbitrary precision through standard post-selection measurements and classical communication. For example, in [17] , the accuracy of the bit error rate was taken for granted, whereas bounds were calculated for the variance of the phase error rate from the bit error rate due to device imperfections.
To estimate the error rates of the quantum channel for prepare and measure QKD protocols, Alice and Bob sift the detection outcomes by throwing out the cases where Bob's measurement basis is different from Alice's preparation basis. A randomly chosen subset of the sifted key is then used to estimate the channel error rate. An implicit assumption of this procedure is that the signals that contributed to the sifted key are statistically representative of all of the signals transmitted through the quantum channel. However, there exist strongly basis dependent attacks that can exploit the behavior of the detectors to invalidate this assumption of fair sampling from the quantum channel, e.g detector blinding attacks. Detector blinding attacks have been successfully demonstrated on both prepare-andmeasure and entanglement based QKD protocols utilizing detector behavior [14, 23, 26, 28] . Another type of detector based attack is one that exploits individual characteristics of the detectors, e.g. timing response [19] , that can cause side-channels that leak information about the detection outcomes. This type of side-channel is important to characterize and limit in any QKD system, however they are generally regarded as less dangerous than detector attacks that use active control of the detectors to target the detection basis. This is because, for almost all protocols, the latter type of attack can completely eliminate the ability to detect eavesdropping.
In an effort to eliminate all detector side-channel attacks, so-called Measurement-Device-Independent (MDI) protocols [12, 22, 32, 33, 39] were developed that replace Bob's detectors with an additional source, and insert a Bell measurement half-way between Alice and Bob. In so doing, these protocols replace the dependence of the security on Alice's source and Bob's detectors with its dependence on both Alice and Bob's sources. In addition to MDI-QKD, a recent proposal known as Detector-DeviceIndependent QKD (DDI-QKD) attempted to close the detector side-channel weakness of prepare and measure protocols by employing a randomized linear optical network between the quantum channel and the receiver's detectors [16] . Unfortunately, DDI-QKD has very recently been shown to in fact be vulnerable to detector blinding attacks [28] , leaving MDI-QKD as currently the most feasible option for eliminating all detector side-channel attacks, with detector blinding arguably being the most serious of these.
In this article we introduce a new method to utilize single qubit preparation and measurement to perform secure quantum key distribution that explicitly removes the dependency of channel estimation on the detected bit values. We propose to estimate the phase and bit errors of the channel by the use of weak measurements of particular observables performed immediately preceding Bob's final postselections. As we will show, this approach decouples the error analysis from Bob's detection outcomes, and therefore removes the assumption of fair sampling implicit in all other prepare and measure QKD protocols by using the weak measurement results from all received signals equally to perform security parameter estimation. While we cannot call this protocol measurement-device-independent, we will nevertheless demonstrate that as long as we can place reasonable bounds on the leakage of information from the weak measurement device, and we can enforce that Eve is unable to manipulate the signal between the weak measurement and the final detection, then it is possible to obtain a secure key even if Eve completely controls the weak measurement results under a very strong class of measurement-device based attacks. Since the difference between the weak measurement protocol and conventional single qubit QKD protocols is the method of error estimation, the weak measurement protocol does not remove the potential for side-channels that leak sifted key via differences in detector timing. Additionally, as is true for even fully "Device-Independent" QKD protocols [3] , the new weak measurement protocol does not prevent memory attacks that use compromised components to record and leak generated key [4] .
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 will provide the necessary background material on weak measurements. Section 3 will lay out the general framework of a QKD protocol using weak measurements. Section 4 sketches an entanglement distillation version of the protocol in order to rigorously connect the security of the protocol to the accuracy of the error parameter estimation. This is followed by a method to ascertain the error parameters from the expectation values determined by the weak measurement results. Section 5 demonstrates the negligible effect these weak measurements have on the key rate. In Section 6 we perform a full (asymptotic) security analysis of the protocol in the presence of several device imperfections and calculate the effect of these imperfections on key rates. In Section 7, we consider the most adversarial case in which the weak measurements take place inside a black box in the possession of Eve and operated internally by Fred, an agent of Eve. We assume that Fred has limited ability to communicate with Eve; however, Eve has unlimited ability to communicate with Fred. We conjecture an optimal attack strategy for Eve in this scenario, and verify the protocol is secure against this attack even when Eve's interaction with the quantum channel is strongly basis dependent and Eve has complete control of the weak measurement results themselves. In Section 8 we briefly discuss possible implementations of the required weak measurements. And finally, in Section 9 we compare the asymptotically achievable secure key rates of the new weak measurement protocol to that of BB84 [6, 21] and MDI-QKD [22] for realistic system parameters.
Background on Weak Measurements
The concept of weak measurements has a long and interesting history with its origins in the investigation of the foundations of quantum measurement. There are two main approaches to weak measurements roughly divided by their intended use: continuous and discrete (or quasi-instantaneous) weak measurements. Continuous weak measurements developed from the theory of open quantum systems [5, 8, 9, 38] , and find great utility today in methods for feedback and adaptive control of quantum systems, particularly for quantum information processing [11, 37] . What we will refer to as "discrete" weak measurements were introduced by Aharonov and colleagues in 1988 [1, 2] as a method of providing experimental access to weak values, the values of observables of a quantum system at an intermediate time between pre-selection and post-selection by initial and final quantum states. While we will not be explicitly using any of the properties of weak values themselves in this article, the QKD protocol presented was inspired by them. Accordingly, throughout this article we will be utilizing the discrete interaction version of weak measurements.
The basic idea of a weak measurement is for the measuring system, which we refer to as the measurement device, to itself be treated as quantum mechanical, with a quantum state that is a welldefined superposition of initial positions (and accordingly relatively certain momentum), and then engineer a weak interaction between the measurement device and the target quantum system over a brief time interval. The result is that the measurement device's position wave function is evolved by a small translation proportional to the weak value of the pre-and post-selected target system. In addition, since the interaction is weak, the measuring device and target system are only very weakly entangled so that upon a projective measurement of the measurement device's position, the target system is only very rarely projected into an orthogonal state. Unlike the standard strong measurement of a quantum mechanical observable which disturbs the measured system and "collapses" its state into an eigenstate of the observable, a weak measurement does not appreciably disturb the quantum system. This is possible because very little information about the observable is extracted in a single weak measurement.
It is not at all necessary that the target system be post-selected when performing weak measurements. In that case, instead of registering a translation proportional to the real component of the weak value, the average translation will be an amount proportional to the expectation value of the observable given the target system's initial state. This means that we can use weak measurements of a large set of identically prepared quantum systems to estimate the expectation value of an observable without significantly disturbing the individual systems' quantum states.
More formally, weak measurements can be described using the von Neumann model of quantum measurement [35] . Consider an observable A pertaining to a quantum system pre-selected to be in the state |ψ in . The Hamiltonian describing the interaction between the system and measuring device (MD) is
where P M D is the momentum operator for the MD. The evolution operator for the system and MD is then given by
where we have set = 1, and the interaction is only non-zero from t 0 − to t 0 + . The measurement interaction is weakened by minimizing g/σ M D , where g =
−∞
+∞ g(t)dt is a constant defining the coupling strength, and σ M D is the uncertainty in the position observable for the MD.
Let us imagine that the measurement device has an initial quantum state that is a real-valued Gaussian with unit uncertainty. Then, in the limit of very weak coupling between the measuring device and the system, the weak measurement of the observable A results in a shift in the measuring device's wavefunction so that
A WEAK MEASUREMENT QKD PROTOCOL
Alice generates a length 2n random string of bits z ∈ {0, 1} (2n) , encoding each bit in either the 1 X or Z basis uniformly at random. Then she transmits each qubit to Bob. Bob performs weak measurements of H + or H − chosen uniformly at random on each signal he 2 receives, then he strongly measures in the Z basis, recording both of his measurement results.
Bob openly shares the weak measurement results with Alice, who uses them to estimate the bit 3 and phase error rates. If the error rates are too high, she aborts the protocol.
If the error rates are low enough, Alice announces which signals were prepared in the Z basis. Alice and Bob perform classical post-processing on these signals to correct the errors and distill 4 a smaller, length k secure key. where g is the interaction coupling strength and A w is the weak value of the observable being measured. The weak value of an obervable A conditioned on the pre-selected state ρ i and post-selected (pure) state |ϕ ϕ| is given by
Note that the weak value of a Hermitian observable can in general be complex valued, and even when real valued, it can lie outside the observable's eigenspectrum. If we condition our weak measurement results only on a particular (possibly mixed) initial state ρ i , then the shift in the weak measurement device's wavefunction will be equal to the average of the weak values over all post-selected outcomes. Thus, the weak measurements will yield the expectation value A ρ i of A at ρ i . Intuitively, if a state was initialized as a pure state ρ i , and then evolved to some other density operator ρ i immediately prior to weak measurement of some observable A, then we should expect the difference between the expectation value A ρ i and the observed expectation value A ρ i to provide some insight into the evolution ρ i → ρ i . In Section 4, we will characterize the extent to which this intuition holds for the proposed QKD protocol.
Introducing a Weak Measurement Based Protocol
In Table 1 , we lay out an example prepare-and-measure QKD protocol that utilizes weak measurements for parameter estimation. Note that, aside from the parameter estimation methods, the other striking difference between this protocol and BB84 is that the key is only generated from signals prepared and measured in the Z basis. Obviously, we could construct an equivalent protocol in which Bob only measures in the X basis. Consequently, if one augments the standard BB84 protocol with the above weak measurement steps, it is effectively equivalent to implementing the above protocol twice. Bob randomly choosing in which basis to measure can be viewed as an interleaving of the two protocols. We stress that, by utilizing the weak measurement results, the parameter estimation is no longer dependent on Bob's final basis choice. Consequently, neither randomness nor secrecy of Bob's basis choice need be assumed.
The degree to which a weak measurement interaction disturbs the signal is a direct function of the interaction coupling constant g. Because this is a controllable parameter, we can make it sufficiently small so as to be effectively negligible. Consequently, weakly measuring every signal has a negligible effect on the key rate. We will explicitly calculate the disturbance caused by the weak measurement interaction and its effect on the key rate in Section 5. With respect to the weak measurements, we will be particularly interested in the two observables 1 Figure 1 demonstrates the geometric relationship between the above observables, their complements H ± ⊥ , and the projectors onto the four states used in the standard BB84 protocol in the density operator framework. While in principle it is possible for Bob to measure both H + and H − on each signal, it is practically easier and, as we will see in Section 7, advantageous for the protocol's security for Bob to randomly choose one of the observables to measure on each signal.
Parameter Estimation with Weak Measurements
Lo and Chau [20] were the first to rigorously relate the security of QKD against arbitrary attacks to entanglement distillation. In so doing, they demonstrated that the ability of Alice and Bob to distill a secure key from their correlated signals is precisely a function of how coupled their signals are to the environment. Shor and Preskill [29] showed that entanglement distillation with one-way communication was equivalent to quantum error correcting codes. As a consequence of the fact that X errors are decoupled from Z errors in quantum error correcting codes, determining the X and Z error rates on the signals suffices to determine the coupling of the signal with the environment.
Gottesman, Lo, Lütkenhaus, and Preskill (GLLP) [17] further observed that the above holds under the assumption that the coupling is basis independent. In that case, the bit error rate, δ b , directly measured from the signal X and Z errors, is approximately equal to the phase error rate, δ p . Since δ p cannot be directly measured, it must be inferred. If Eve can leverage even a small amount of basis information, possibly through device imperfections, then equality cannot be assumed. However, if it is possible to bound this leakage, then GLLP demonstrated that it was often possible to place an upper bound on how much larger than δ b the phase error rate could be, and consequently security could be preserved.
The general procedure for proving asymptotic security of any prepare-and-measure (PAM) QKD protocol is to design an equivalent entanglement distillation (ED) protocol. Once the ED protocol can be proven secure, the corresponding security of the PAM protocol follows. In that vein, we will 1 Another pair of weak measurement observables that could be used to provide the same information as H ± are the trace-0 observables
For concreteness, however, we will simply focus on H ± .
first characterize an equivalent weak measurement ED protocol. Aside from the weak measurement parameter estimation step, there is no fundamental difference between this ED protocol and the ones described in, e.g. [17, 20, 29] . In these asymptotic security proofs, a fundamental assumption is that the bit error rate, δ b , can be accurately estimated during parameter estimation. Consequently, as long as we can demonstrate that the weak measurement parameter estimation step is accurate, then we have validated this assumption, and security follows.
Weak Measurement Entanglement Distillation Protocol
Consider the following entanglement distillation protocol:
1) Alice creates n + m pairs of maximally entangled qubits
and sends half of each pair to Bob.
2) Alice selects a random subset of m of these signals to sacrifice as "check bits." On these signals, Alice randomly measures X or Z on her half of the entangled pair, while Bob performs weak measurements on his half of each the entangled pairs and broadcasts his weak measurement results. Alice estimates the error rates δ X and δ Z . If the error rates are too high, they abort the protocol.
3) Assuming the error rates are below some predefined threshold, Alice and Bob perform entanglement distillation on the remaining n signals, extracting a smaller number k ≤ n of high-fidelity entangled pairs from the n noisy ones.
4) Alice and Bob both measure Z on each of their k pairs, producing a k-bit shared random key about which Eve has negligible information.
If the ED protocol has one-way communication, then it can be shown to be equivalent to quantum error correcting codes [29] . In particular, using CSS codes, the bit errors are decoupled from the phase errors. Now, the reason for estimating both the bit and phase errors in the transmitted signals is so that we may estimate how strongly coupled Eve's probe state is to the signal state. Because the key is determined from the subset of signals for which Alice and Bob both measure in the same basis, they only need to correct the bit errors. Since this can be done using strictly classical error correction, Alice and Bob may just as well measure Z on the n noisy pairs, and then reserve error correction for the classical post-processing step. Furthermore, extracting k secure bits from the n shared (and now corrected) bits can be done using classical hashing techniques [20] . Since Alice and Bob are no longer worried about waiting until after entanglement distillation to measure their states, they may as well use the weak measurement results of every signal to perform parameter estimation, reserving only the subset of signals for which Alice and Bob's bases agree for key generation. In this way, the PAM protocol is equivalent to the ED protocol. Consequently, the security of the PAM protocol follows from the security of the ED protocol.
In order to obtain a secure key, then, it is imperative that Alice and Bob obtain accurate estimates of both the X and Z errors, which we denote δ X and δ Z , respectively. In the standard approach to parameter estimation, Alice and Bob sacrifice a random subset of signals prepared in each basis to be used as "check bits," from which they may obtain decent estimates of these two parameters as long as Bob measures in the same basis each check bit signal was prepared. Now, if Eve were to know in advance which signals were going to be used as check bits, then she could avoid interacting with those signals altogether so that Alice and Bob's estimates would not be correlated with the actual error parameters on the remaining signals.
In order to ensure Eve does not know in advance which signals are check bits, Alice keeps this information secret until after Bob receives her signals. Ideally, Bob would want to keep his signals in a quantum memory until after Alice announces which signals are check bits. Then, Alice can tell Bob in which basis to measure each check bit. Assuming the error rates are sufficiently low, it is now safe for Alice to reveal the basis information on the remaining signals to Bob, so that he can measure accordingly.
In practice, however, Bob has no quantum memory. In prepare-and-measure protocols, the workaround is for Bob to measure each signal as it arrives, and effectively guess the preparation basis. If his guess is a basis different from the one in which the state was prepared, then his measured result is completely uncorrelated with the signal Alice transmitted. Consequently, these signals can be used neither for key generation nor for parameter estimation, so they are removed from each list.
The last point is of critical importance -in the standard approach to parameter estimation, Bob must measure in the correct basis in order for his measurement results to reveal any information about the channel parameters. For this reason, it is impossible for the standard method of parameter estimation to be independent of Bob's measurements. This critical dependence has been utilized repeatedly to hack QKD protocols [14, 23, 26, 28] . By taking control over Bob's detectors, Eve can assure that the signals that could best detect her interactions will never be used for parameter estimation. 2 This weakness has led to the development of Measurement-Device-Independent QKD (MDI-QKD) protocols [12, 22, 32, 33, 39] that eliminate Bob's detectors altogether. To achieve this, MDI-QKD protocols perform parameter estimation and key generation based on the results of a joint Bell measurement on both Alice and Bob's signals. This Bell state measurement is probabilistically implemented by twophoton interference at the receiver. By replacing Bob's detectors with an additional source, Eve can only leverage device imperfections that leak information to optimize her attacks, rather than altogether controlling Bob's basis choices.
Weak measurements, on the other hand, provide a fundamentally new avenue for parameter estimation that, like MDI-QKD, is not dependent on Bob's final measurements. Unlike the standard approach to parameter estimation, a weak measurement does not appreciably disturb the signal. Thus, rather than sacrificing a small percentage of the total number of received signals for parameter estimation, we may sacrifice a small percentage of each signal for parameter estimation. Because the error information is obtained from the weak measurement results and not Bob's final measurement, what Bob does with these signals afterwards does not matter from a parameter estimation perspective. Consequently, Bob may as well strongly measure every signal as it arrives, and furthermore may measure all of them in the same basis.
The security benefits of weak measurements are now apparent. In the standard method of parameter estimation, if Eve has complete control of Bob's detectors, she can enforce that certain of her interactions with the signal will be removed from the parameter estimation step. With weak measurements of the H projectors, on the other hand, this line of attack is completely avoided by the fact that every signal Bob receives contributes an equal amount of information for parameter estimation.
Estimating the Error Parameters from Expectation Values
While it is possible in principle to weakly measure both observables on each signal, for practical reasons and, as we shall see in Section 7, to maximize the protocol's security, we will suppose that immediately prior to Bob's final measurement in the Z basis, he randomly chooses one of the H observables from Eq. (5) to weakly measure on the arriving signal, and records his results. By averaging these measurement results over many signals, and then conditioning on each of the four possible initial states, Alice and Bob can obtain precise estimates of the expectation values for each of the H observables at each of the initial states.
Using the Bloch representation, an arbitrary qubit density operator ρ can be decomposed as
for some r x , r y , r z ∈ [−1, 1]. The expectation value of H ± at ρ is then given by
From this, we obtain
Now from r x and r z we may arrive at the error parameters δ X and δ Z . More explicitly, let
denote the density operator that characterizes the state of a signal initially prepared as |α α| after being subjected to the quantum channel, where α ∈ {0, 1, +, −}. Under the assumption that each signal was transmitted with equal probability, it follows that
If the qubit channel is unital, it follows that r + x = −r − x and r 0 z = −r 1 z , so that the above simplifies to
Furthermore, we have H
where we define |α ⊥ to be the orthogonal complement of |α , for α ∈ {0, 1, +, −}. Suppose the coupling strengths of the weak measurement of H ± are given by g ± , respectively. Then conditioning on the subset of signals prepared in the state |α α|, the averages of the weak measurement results tend toward the values
Consequently, by Eq. (16) we obtain
Thus, the coupling parameters need not be known in advance. That is to say, we may allow for the possibility that Eve secretly controls the coupling parameter, or that it may change over time due to hardware imperfections, and estimate the parameter separately in each round of key generation.
After Bob receives sufficiently many signals, he publicly broadcasts the choice of weak measurement observable and corresponding weak measurement results for each signal he receives. Because Alice is the only individual who knows which signals were transmitted, she is the only one who can condition the weak measurement results according to the initial states. She uses the weak measurement results of every signal Bob receives in order to perform parameter estimation accordingly.
A natural question to ask is why we have chosen to use the two observables H ± . Indeed, one may envision a potentially far simpler weak measurement based protocol in which Bob weakly measures X on each signal, and strongly measures Z. In this version, δ Z could be calculated in the traditional way using a sample of signals prepared and measured in the Z basis, while δ X could be estimated from the weak measurement results of signals prepared in the X basis using methods similar to that above. Indeed, such an approach would work well under the assumption that the weak measurements were implemented perfectly. However, if there are device imperfections, or if Eve has any control over the weak measurement interactions, then this example no longer becomes secure. The projectors H + and H − were chosen precisely because they provide the same amount of information about both the X and Z bases. This allows the protocol to extract an equal amount of information about both error rates for every signal received.
We remark here that GLLP used as their bit error rate
Because key is only extracted from signals prepared and measured in the Z basis in the weak measurement protocol, one may be naïvely compelled to assign δ b = δ Z and δ p = δ X in the weak measurement protocol. However, it is only the case that δ p = δ X under the assumption that Eve's attack is basis independent, so that the bit-flip errors on signals prepared in the X basis are representative of the phase-flip errors on the signals prepared in the Z basis. Moreover, if this assumption of basis independence is true, then it necessarily follows that δ p ≈ δ b , in which case, δ b ≈ 1 2 (δ X + δ Z ) trivially holds. By the concavity of entropy, the following necessarily holds for all δ X and δ Z :
where H 2 is the binary entropy function. Hence, there is no reduction in security by choosing δ b as our estimate of the bit error rate, even if the assumption of basis independence does not hold. Furthermore, as we shall see, adversarial attempts to leverage weak measurement device imperfections to decrease the estimate of δ X will generally increase the estimate of δ Z and conversely. We will analyze the effect of weak measurement imperfections on the protocol's error estimates in Section 6.
Effect of Weak Measurement Disturbance on Key Rate
Since even weak measurements will disturb the qubits being measured, the actual quantum bit error rate (QBER) will be somewhat larger than what is estimated from the weak measurement results. In this section we will calculate this additional error rate and show it has a very small effect on the secure key rate. Since we are focusing only on the contribution to δ X and δ Z due to the weak measurement backaction, we assume that the state just before Bob's weak measurement is pure. Let that state be the initial qubit state |ψ = α|H ⊥ + β|H written in the H basis. Then, just after the interaction implementing the weak measurement of |H H|, using a Gaussian measurement device (MD) wavefunction with variance σ 2 for the weak measurement pointer state, we have the following for the MD and qubit combined system,
Tracing out the MD gives the density operator for the qubit after the weak measurement interaction,
The last expression shows that the qubit density operator is a mixture of the undisturbed original state and collapses onto each of the two H basis states. Using the BB84 input states, it can be easily shown from this that the probability for the weak measurement to collapse the initial qubit state into its orthogonal state is
for all four initial qubit states and for the weak measurement of either H ± projector. This means that the weak measurement disturbance acts as a depolarizing channel with an error probability given by δ wm , which must be added to the estimate of the QBER. To verify that the weak measurements are indeed weak, as well as to accurately estimate the weak measurement induced error rate, it is important to estimate the variance of the weak measurement results, Var[µ ± α ], in addition to g ± . As we will see in Section 7, estimating Var[µ ± α ] will also provide a very strong defense against Eve successfully breaking the protocol if we grant Eve the ability to directly control the weak measurement results. While we have assumed that the weak measurement pointer was a real valued Gaussian wavefunction in the analysis above, very similar results hold for any MD wavefunctions that are real valued and symmetric, i.e. |ϕ(x)| = |ϕ(−x)|, as shown by Silva, et al. [30] .
For a practical quantum optical weak measurement, the ratio of the coupling strength and MD pointer position uncertainty can be less than 0.10. For weak measurements of this strength, the measurement induced error is δ wm < 0.0004. Thus, even for practical, non-zero strength weak measurements, the induced error rate from the weak measurements is less than 0.1%. Figure 2 graphs the reduction in key rate as a function of the coupling strength g/σ M D when the signals are subjected to varying degrees of depolarizing noise. In particular, we see that in an otherwise noiseless quantum channel, setting the coupling strength to 0.10 will reduce the overall key rate by less than one percent, becoming much less than this when the coupling strength is no longer the dominant source of noise.
Security of Parameter Estimation
As previously explained, in order to estimate Eve's coupling to the quantum signal, we must obtain accurate estimates of both the X and Z error rates on the signal. Consequently, the security of the protocol can be reduced to an analysis of the accuracy of the parameter estimation step in an adversarial environment. In the ED protocol, there is an implicit assumption that Eve's coupling with the signals is independent of whether or not a given signal is used for parameter estimation. Under this assumption, the parameter estimates performed on the subset of signals used as check bits will be an accurate reflection of the parameters on the full collection of signals. This assumption is not needed in the weak measurement PAM protocol, as every signal Bob receives contributes some information towards parameter estimation. Consequently, we may assume without any loss of generality, or any reduction in security, that Eve cannot condition her interactions with the signals based on whether or not they are used for parameter estimation.
The security analysis in the various scenarios will all take the following assumption as given:
Assumption 1 Eve cannot manipulate the signal in the interval between the weak measurement interaction and Bob's final measurement.
The parameters estimated from the weak measurements are assumed to characterize properties of the signal leading up to the moment of weak measurement. It is precisely this assumption that allows us when the signals are subjected to depolarizing noise with a channel error rate of 0% (Green), 2% (Black), 5% (Red), and 8% (Magenta). For the sake of simplicity, key rates R were calculated here using the idealized R = 1 − 2H 2 (QBER), where H 2 is the binary Shannon entropy, and the QBER is the sum of the channel noise and δ wm .
to decouple the parameter estimation from its dependence on Bob's detectors. This assumption can be physically enforced by making these weak measurement interactions immediately prior to Bob's strong measurement, so that the path between the weak and strong measurements is very small and is entirely contained inside of a secured portion of Bob's signal measurement device. This is essentially the assumption that Eve has not covertly placed any qubit altering components or measuring apparatus inside this small, secured section of Bob's measurement device. Security analysis under the assumption of accurate parameter estimation has been thoroughly investigated in, e.g. [17, 20, 29] , and we do not wish to reproduce their results here. Since their results are immediately applicable to the weak measurement QKD protocol as long as the weak measurement parameter estimations are accurate, our security analysis will be reduced to an analysis of the accuracy of the parameter estimation step. To be explicit, we make the following remark:
Remark 1 The security of the weak measurement QKD protocol is considered preserved, with asymptotic security following from, e.g. [17, 20, 29] , if the estimated quantum bit error rate is either above the security threshold or at least as large as the actual quantum bit error rate.
The following is an immediate consequence:
Theorem 1 Under the assumption that Bob implements his weak measurements perfectly, leaks no information about his choice of weak measurement observable, and Eve cannot manipulate the weak measurement observables, then security of the weak measurement QKD protocol is preserved.
In other words, if weak measurement parameter estimation is idealized, then beyond the fact that Eve can no longer implement any detector basis-dependent attacks, the asymptotic security analysis is no different than that of BB84.
We now consider various scenarios with practical imperfections in the implementation of the protocol, and verify that security is preserved, as in Remark 1, in each one. As will be demonstrated, device imperfections may sometimes cause the parameter estimates to differ from the actual parameter values. For notational clarity, we will distinguish an estimate of a parameter determined by the weak measurement results from the actual parameter value by placing a tilde over the parameter. Figure 3 : If the weak measurement interactions are imprecise, then the observable weakly measured on any given signal may actually be another projector "near" the correct one.
Imperfect Weak Measurements
Let us suppose that, when Bob performs a weak measurement interaction, there is a small degree of uncertainty with respect to which observable he is weakly measuring. More specifically, let us suppose that for any given signal, the observable Bob actually measures is a projector that lies within some cone of half-angle θ around the correct projector (see Figure 3) .
In this case, we should expect the average of the weak measurement results to be given by
where Prob(ϕ) is the probability distribution for ϕ and H ± (ϕ) is the projector given by
If we further assume that the noise applied to the projector's angle is additive Gaussian noise around the intended angle with variance σ 2 ϕ , then the estimated mean pointer shift is unchanged,
while the estimated variance of the pointer shift will have an additional component that is defined by the imprecision of ϕ. For small degrees of imprecision, with σ 2 ϕ 1, the variance in the weak measurement pointer results are now given by
Thus in the limit of many signals, the average weak measurement results will be unaffected, and δ X and δ Z are unchanged. However, the estimated variance of the weak measurements will increase due to the imprecision of the angle determining the projectors. Because Alice and Bob use the estimated variance to place an upper bound on the weak measurement induced bit error rate, δ wm , they will need to place an upper bound, σ U ϕ , on the amount of permissible noise in the weak measurement interaction implementation. Using this upper bound on the implementation inaccuracy, Alice and Bob will estimate the lower bound on the weak measurement pointer variance using If Alice and Bob overestimate σ M D then their estimateδ wm of the weak measurement induced error rate will be smaller than the actual induced error rate δ wm . However, with an appropriate safety margin built into σ U ϕ , the protocol will work properly. If the noise in the angle is stationary and accurately characterized, then in the limit of infinitely long key, the bound on σ M D can be made tight and the secure key rate is unchanged. Thus we have shown:
Theorem 2 Suppose that Bob's implemented weak measurement projectors range over a small bounded region, with a Gaussian distribution symmetric about the correct projectors, but Eve otherwise has no direct control over the weak measurements. Then the security of the weak measurement QKD protocol is preserved.
Biased Weak Measurements
In the above, we considered the scenario in which the weak measurements were imperfect, yet unbiased. We will now consider what happens when the implemented weak measurement observables are biased by a fixed amount away from the correct observables in one direction. In other words, let us suppose that Eve has some method of rotating the weak measurement interaction, unbeknownst to Alice or Bob (see, e.g. Figure 4 ). Even in this strongly adversarial environment, it is still nevertheless possible to obtain nonzero secure key. In fact, we will demonstrate that any rotation of both of the weak measurement observables will only serve to increase, rather than decrease, the estimated error, and hence preserve security.
More precisely, let us suppose that, whenever Bob intends to weakly measure H ± , what he actually weakly measures is H ± (ϕ), for some fixed ϕ ∈ (−π, π), where H ± (ϕ) is defined as in Eq. (26). Then the expectation values H ± (ϕ) ρα change according to:
If the actual error rates are given by Eqs. (14) and (15), then using Eqs. (9) and (10), the calculated error rates will be given byδ
Any rotation ϕ that decreases one of the error estimates will always increase the other. We now begin to see the value of using δ b as our estimate of the bit error rate, rather than treating δ X and δ Z 
(red) as a function of ϕ when the weak measurement observables used to estimate the error rates are given by H ± (ϕ). The plots shown correspond to when the signals undergo depolarizing noise with a QBER of (a) 8% and (b) 11%. The correct key rate is obtained when ϕ = 0. The range of permissible values for ϕ is limited to those for which bothδ X andδ Z are non-negative. As can be seen, by slightly biasing the weak measurement observables in either direction, it is possible to incorrectly determine that the achievable secure key rate is larger than it actually is if we treat the δ X and δ Z error rates independently. However, by averaging over the two error rate estimates to obtainδ b , we can overcome this vulnerability.
separately. To be more precise, if the actual values δ X and δ Z are nonzero, then there exist a range of values for the rotation ϕ to the weak measurement observables such that the calculated error rates δ X andδ Z permit the valueR = max(1 − H 2 (δ X ) − H 2 (δ Z ), 0) to be strictly greater than the actual asymptotically achievable secure key rate R = max(1 − H 2 (δ X ) − H 2 (δ Z ), 0). See Figure 5 for some examples of this in the case of depolarizing noise.
If there is a way to independently characterize the rotational bias ϕ applied to the weak measurement observables, then obviously we could infer the correct error rates. Alternatively, the apparent problem can be avoided by averaging the two calculated error rates. In other words, just as in GLLP [17] , we calculate the bit error rate asδ
This has the effect of "smoothing out" weak measurement device imperfections without reducing security. If Eve's attack is basis independent, then we can expect δ X and δ Z to be approximately equal, so that δ X ≈ δ Z ≈ δ b . Then under this assumption, the calculated asymptotically achievable secure key rate will be given byR
It turns out that
, and in the case of depolarizing noise, equality is reached precisely when ϕ = 0, i.e., when there is no biasing. Thus, we have shown:
Theorem 3 Security is preserved in the weak measurement QKD protocol in the event that, due either to a malicious Eve or simple device imperfections, the projectors that are actually weakly measured are uniformly biased by an arbitrary angle ϕ ∈ (−π, π).
We note that we may combine this with the analysis of the previous section. That is to say, it is still possible to obtain a nonzero secure key if the weak measurement observables that are actually measured are from a Gaussian distribution centered around H ± (ϕ).
An entirely reasonable scenario in which the above biasing can occur is in the event that Alice's source and Bob's detectors are misaligned. In other words, if we suppose that the H observables are aligned properly with respect to Bob's detectors, but Alice's source is slightly rotated, then the effect on the weak measurements will be identical to the above scenario.
Adversarial Knowledge of Bob's Choice of Weak Measurement Observable
Thus far, we have assumed that any attack by Eve on the weak measurement interactions has been independent of Bob's choice of weak measurement observable. Because Bob will randomly choose one of the two observables to weakly measure on each signal in the implementation of the protocol, we will now concern ourselves with the possibility that Eve has some knowledge about this choice and attempts to use it to gain an advantage by selectively and independently rotating the weak measurement observables. We will demonstrate that the protocol is still robust against such weak measurement biasing attacks, even if Eve has complete knowledge of the choice of observable.
Let us suppose that for each signal arriving at Bob's weak measurement interaction, Eve has some probability p H ≥ (33) . Under the assumption of unital noise, we find that her optimal choice for ϕ and ϕ is given by
where r α x and r α z are as in Eq. (11). In particular, if the channel is depolarizing, then r + z = r 0 x = 0 and r + x = r 0 z , so that the optimal choice of bias becomes ϕ = ϕ = 0. That is to say, if the channel is depolarizing, then any biasing of the weak measurement observables will only serve to increase, rather than decrease the estimated error rate. Furthermore, in the arbitrary unital case, Eve's knowledge p H of the choice of weak measurement observable is only advantageous to her in the event that there is a rotation applied to the signals, so that r + z and r 0 x are nonzero. Let us consider the worst case scenario that Eve has complete knowledge of Bob's choice of weak measurement observable, so that p H = 1. We find that, even in this case, under arbitrary unital noise, the estimated error rateδ b becomes less than the actual error rate δ b only after both error rates are below the 11% security threshold. Consequently, complete knowledge of Bob's choice of weak measurement observable, along with the ability to independently bias each of the weak measurement observables, provides no advantage to Eve. Thus we have shown:
Corollary 4 Theorem 3 holds even when Eve has complete knowledge of Bob's choice of weak measurement observable and the ability to independently bias both observables.
Weak Coherent Sources
Since nearly perfect deterministic single photon sources are not yet technologically feasible, a practical implementation of our QKD protocol will use weak coherent laser pulses with randomized phases to approximate single photons. Because even very weak coherent pulses will occasionally contain more than one photon, the weak measurement protocol, as with any other similar prepare and measure protocol, is vulnerable to a Photon Number Splitting (PNS) attack [7] . The use of decoy states with different pulse intensities interspersed randomly with the signal pulses was proposed and developed as a method of securing QKD protocols against PNS attacks [13, 21, 24, 36] . The essential idea is that to successfully extract information from the signal pulses, Eve will need to selectively apply a beamsplitter to pulses with multiple photons in order to to extract information without increasing the bit error rate. This means that a PNS attack will necessarily cause appreciably higher attenuation of pulses with higher intensities [25] . This allows Alice and Bob to protect against such an attack by carefully measuring the attenuation of pulses produced with several intensities and using this to place a lower bound on the transmittance of pulses with single photons. When combined with information about the error rate of signal pulses, this allows Alice and Bob to place an upper bound on the error rate of pulses that contain single photons.
Let us choose a decoy state protocol with a signal pulse of average intensity µ, a decoy state of average intensity ν, with ν < µ, and a vacuum pulse with zero intensity. By using their knowledge of the pulse intensities and by carefully measuring the probabilities that the signal and decoy pulses produce a detection (i.e., the transmittances), Q µ and Q ν , Alice and Bob can estimate a lower bound for the transmittance for those pulses that contain a single photon, i.e. the ideal case, to be [24] 
where Q vac is the detector click probability for the vacuum pulses. If we attribute all of the bit errors to those pulses with single photons (the worst case for security since only pulses with single photons contribute to the secure key rate), then an upper bound on the bit error rate of single photon pulses is given by
where ε ν and ε vac are the bit error rates for the decoy and vacuum pulses. From this, using the results of [24] , one can calculate that a secure final key can be extracted from the sifted signal pulses at the asymptotic rate given by
where f (ε µ ) is given by the efficiency of the error reconciliation procedure used in the implementation and q is the fraction of the transmitter signal pulses that are in the sifted key, and q = 1/2 just as in the standard BB84 protocol since half of the signal pulses will be in the Z basis. Notice that this decoy state analysis implicitly defines the bit error rate to be
All that we need to do in order to arrive at the secure rate of our protocol is estimate the corresponding δ b parameters from our weak measurement results for the signal, decoy, and vacuum pulses. In the next section we will show how to adapt the procedure in Section 4 to accurately estimate these when the detectors have nonzero dark count rates. Additionally, if we are somehow certain that the weak measurement observables are implemented with no bias as in Theorem 1, then we can estimate the corresponding δ X and δ Z error rates individually. From these we can write an asymptotic bound that is higher than the one above whenever
where δ Z,µ is the Z error rate estimated from the weak measurements of the signal pulses and δ U X,1 , the upper bound of the X error rate for pulses containing a single photon, and is given by
where δ X,ν , and δ X,vac are the estimated X error rates for the decoy and vacuum pulses respectively. We will now turn to how to accurately estimate the error rates from the weak measurements when the detectors have nonzero dark count rates.
Detector Dark Counts
Let us suppose that the single-photon detectors in the QKD system have a probability p d of producing a false detection signal within the detection time window. When there are significant optical losses in the channel, this is the probability that a signal arrived at the detector with zero photons and that the detector produced a false positive within the the detection window. For a coherent pulse transmitted with intensity γ, the probability of it containing zero photons is
where Y 0 is the yield of the vacuum pulses, i.e. detection events when the vacuum pulses are transmitted. Let d i be the dark count rate of detector i and τ be the detection window duration, then
We can accurately estimate Y 0 , by measuring the transmittance of the vacuum pulses in the protocol since
For a pulse prepared with an average intensity of γ and with an observed transmittance Q γ , the fraction of detection events due to detector dark counts, d(γ), is given by
We will assume that Eve controls the dark count output of Bob's detectors. Signals arriving at the detectors containing no photons will not contribute to the weak measurements results. In fact, we should expect the average expectation value of the dark count signals for both weak measurement observables to be 0. Therefore the averages of the weak measurement results for the signal pulses conditioned on the initial state |α and prepared with intensity γ become
We see here that the dark counts will effectively make the estimated coupling parameter smaller than its actual value. Since we can estimate the d(γ) parameters independently of weak measurement results using our information about the transmitted intensities and the observed transmittances, we can correct for this and accurately extract the expectation values from the observed weak measurements results using Equation (45).
From the µ ± α,γ weak measurement averages, Alice and Bob can estimate the parametersδ i,µ and δ i,ν with i ∈ {X, Z}. However these are the error rates for the fraction of the signals that arrive at the detector with non-zero intensities. To get the total estimated error rate we have to add in the errors due to the observed dark counts with the proper proportion of vacuum and non-vacuum events,
with γ the pulse intensity and i ∈ {X, Z}. These error rates can then be plugged directly into Equations (42) and (41) or Equations (38) and (39) to find the asymptotically achievable secure key rate.
Towards Weak Measurement Device Independent Security
Thus far, we have demonstrated the robustness of our protocol against reasonable device flaws and some adversarial control over the weak measurement interactions. While the security of the parameter estimation is independent of Bob's post-selection, and therefore detector control by Eve, there remains the possibility that Eve could compromise the protocol's parameter estimation if she could somehow control the weak measurement outcomes themselves. In this section we will demonstrate that, given a very weak restriction on Eve's information about which observable is weakly measured on each signal, the weak measurement protocol can withstand a very general and powerful class of attack strategies in which Eve has complete control of the weak measurement outcomes. In addition to Assumption 1, which prevents Eve from performing projective measurements of each photon after the weak measurement interaction and before the photon detectors, we will impose the following additional requirement on Eve's knowledge regarding the weak measurements:
Assumption 2 Eve has limited information about which observable, H + or H − , Bob has chosen to weakly measure on each signal. More precisely, we assume that Eve's ability to correctly guess which of the two observables Bob chooses to measure on each signal is bounded above by some probability
The precise limitation of Eve's knowledge required will be derived below.
In order to model Eve's control over the weak measurement results, we will treat the weak measurement device in the QKD system as a black box through which each signal passes immediately prior to being strongly measured at Bob's detectors. We will imagine that the inner working of the black box can be controlled by an agent of Eve, who we will called Fred. In addition to controlling the weak measurement outcomes, Fred is also assumed to have full information about Bob's choice of which observable he intends to be weakly measured for each signal. Eve is allowed to communicate freely with Fred, but Fred will have some limitation imposed on his ability to communicate with Eve. This limitation will impose a limit on Eve's probability, p H , of correctly guessing Bob's weak measurement observable choice for each signal.
The general weak measurement attack strategy we will consider is the following: (1) Eve will perform any attack on the quantum channel she desires, (2) Fred attempts to communicate the weak measurement observable choice to Eve, then (3) Eve uses her available information to instruct Fred on how to influence the weak measurement results that Bob records for each signal. Whether or not these results are due to an actual measurement interaction is unimportant. Eve's goal is to influence the weak measurement results such that her interactions with the quantum channel are hidden, and therefore Alice and Bob will certify the channel as secure.
The weak measurement protocol is not fully measurement-device independent; nevertheless, the black box model of the weak measurement outcomes given above is somewhat analogous to the channel error rate estimation procedure in MDI-QKD. In MDI-QKD, both Alice and Bob's signals are handed to an adversary, Charlie, who is responsible for making a Bell state measurement. Charlie has the option of either publicly announcing the actual measurement result, or announcing some other value of his choosing. In order to verify that the results Charlie announces are correlated with the transmitted signals, Alice and Bob authenticate the measurement results by comparing to the expected results of the Hong-Ou-Mandel (HOM) interference of the two signal photons. Charlie's lack of knowledge about both Alice and Bob's signals prevent him from being able to fake the measurement results and pass the HOM interference test.
In the WM-QKD protocol, there is no HOM interference test. However, we conjecture that given the validity of Assumptions 1 and 2, Alice and Bob can still verify that the announced weak measurement results are correlated with the transmitted signals by placing three basic restrictions on the measurement results that can be easily verified as additional steps in the protocol. The first restriction is that the estimates for δ X and δ Z are both nonnegative. In the nonadversarial regime, this requirement will always be satisfied; however, this imposes a rather strong restriction on Eve's ability to fake the weak measurement results when she has limited knowledge of Bob's choice of weak measurement observable. The second check is that the variance of the measurement results is independent of the source. That is to say, the calculated variances of the weak measurement results conditioned on each initial state should be statistically identical. As we will see, Eve's attempts to fake the weak measurement results can sometimes affect the variance of the measurement outcomes differently depending on the source basis. The last check is that the variance of the weak measurement results are what we expect given the prescribed weak measure pointer state and interaction. That is to say, we use Eq.
(29) to bound the permissible variance of the weak measurement results. As we will show, an adversary cannot simultaneously fake the weak measurement results and satisfy all of these checks, even with limited access to both source basis information and Bob's choice of weak measurement observable. We will call these checks the "weak measurement verification" or "WM verification." Our goal in the following is to demonstrate that, with limited side channel access to the source basis and Bob's choice of weak measurement observable, any weak measurement attack strategy by Eve will either fail the WM verification or generate error rate estimates above the security threshold.
Before characterizing several general attack strategies in detail, let us first write down the expectation values of H + and H − for each of the four input states with no channel noise. When the signal is encoded with bit value a in the Z basis and there is no channel noise, the expectation values are:
While when the signal is encoded in the X basis with no channel noise, we have:
As can be seen, the expectation values (and hence the weak measurement results) have encoded in them information about the source bit value. Consequently, one may be led to believe that the extent to which Eve can fake these expectation values will be limited by her knowledge of the source bit values. However, Eve can just as easily make a weak measurement of both observables on each signal before she performs any additional interaction with the signal, and while Eve does not know the bit values, she does know that her weak measurement results are correlated with the raw key bit values. Consequently, we come to the first of three distinct attack strategies that utilize Eve's control of the weak measurement device:
. If Eve knows with certainty the weak measurement observable chosen for each signal, then Eve should make her own weak measurements of both H + and H − near the signal source and record these results. After her weak measurements of the signals, Eve then performs a strong Z basis measurement on the quantum channel and records the results. Finally, Eve uses her control of the weak measurement device to substitute her weak measurement results corresponding to the observable that Bob expects, while sending a copy of her strong measurement result to Bob's detectors.
This attack strategy is a very limited one since it requires p H = 1. A natural question is whether or not Eve can utilize her own weak measurement results and her control over Bob's weak measurement device to compromise the protocol when 1/2 < p H < 1. Let us assume for now that Eve has no knowledge of Alice's preparation basis, so that her probability of correctly guessing the basis is p basis = 1/2. We conjecture that the most general strategy for this scenario is the following one. Eve replaces Bob's weak measurement results with a scalar multiple (actually an affine transformation) of her weak measurement results, in an attempt to leverage her knowledge of Bob's choice of weak measurement observable to manipulate the error estimates without any a priori knowledge of the encoded bit values.
Note two crucial observations regarding the expectation values from Eqs. (47) and (48). First, when the signals are encoded in the Z basis the expectation values of H + and H − are the same, while those encoded in the X basis have a sign difference in the second term. Second, by assumption, Eve does not have any information about the basis in which a given signal was prepared.
In the case of unital noise, we remind the reader that the X and Z errors are related to the true expectation values by
where the r parameters are obtained from
Eve has the goal of altering Alice and Bob's estimate of these parameters such that the average of the two is as small as possible (or at least below the security threshold). As before, we will denote Alice and Bob's estimates of this as
where the tilde over the r's indicate these are derived from the fake weak measurement outcomes provided by Eve. Note that in the case of no channel noise,
This fact will form the basis of Eve's attack strategy to leverage her weak measurement results to attempt to break the protocol. If Eve only correctly guesses Bob's choice of weak measurement observable with probability p H < 1 and she knows nothing about the source basis, she can choose the weak measurement results given to Bob so that
In the above, g Eve is the coupling parameter for Eve's weak measurement interactions. We will assume that Eve is smart enough to set g Eve ≈ g in order not to raise the suspicions of Alice and Bob. From these fake weak measurement pointer results, Alice and Bob's estimates of the r parameters are given byr
which Eve wishes to minimize. The faked weak measurement results will yield faked estimated expectation values given by
where H ± a are from the results of Eve's weak measurements and given in Equations (47) and (48). From this Alice and Bob's r parameter estimates will now bẽ
Therefore the bit error rate estimated by Alice and Bob under this weak measurement attack will bẽ
This looks good for Eve since α is freely chosen by her. However, Alice and Bob will test the trustworthiness of the weak measurement device by estimating the variance of the weak measurement results.
Recognizing that the weak measurements are independent of the source, the estimated variances conditioned on each source should be statistically equivalent. The variances of the fake measurement results conditioned on the source basis are given by
The variance test performed by Alice and Bob then forces Eve to make Eqs. (66) and (67) equal, which can only be satisfied when p H = 1. We note that this is the degenerate case covered by Attack Strategy 1. The significance of this result is that if Eve has no information about the source basis, then in the asymptotic key regime only perfect information about the weak measurement observable will allow her to utilize her control of the weak measurement device to compromise the security of the protocol.
Attack Strategy 2 (
. With the previous result we are lead to ask to what extent Eve can use any side-channel information about the source basis combined with imperfect information about the weak measurement observable to break the protocol. It turns out that such a strategy does exist, and the details of this attack and the derivation of the resulting lower bound on Alice and Bob's estimated QBER can be found in Appendix A. This lower bound is given bỹ
Given an error security bound of δ sec , the protocol is secure against this attack strategy whenever
In other words, the ratio
will place an upper bound on the allowed value of the product p basis p H such that the protocol's security is preserved when this attack is employed.
Attack Strategy 3 (p basis > 1 − 2δ sec , p H < 1). In this case, Eve's most powerful attack strategy is to simply perform an intercept-resend attack on the quantum channel, measuring in the Z basis whenever she believes the signal was prepared in Z, and leave Bob's true weak measurement results unaltered. Since p basis > 1 − 2δ sec , it follows that the noise introduced by guessing the incorrect basis will be below the error security bound. Obviously, this attack is one open to Eve against any QKD protocol that is not completely device independent.
We therefore make the following conjecture:
Conjecture 5 In the limit of infinite key length and given that Assumptions 1 and 2 are valid, either Attack Strategy 2 or Attack Strategy 3 is optimal for all values of p basis and p H . In other words, given the assumptions, there are no attack strategies that utilize source basis and weak measurement observable side-channel information that extract a greater amount of key information with an equivalent QBER as estimated by Alice and Bob.
The most likely method Eve would use to gain information about the weak measurement observable choice is via an active Trojan horse attack on Bob's weak measurement apparatus. These attacks would be implemented using essentially the same techniques as Trojan horse attacks on the source or measurement basis choices [18] in other QKD protocols. Characterizing and limiting information leakage into such side channels is a requirement for any QKD protocol that is not fully device independent. In particular, we note that the MDI-QKD protocol is also vulnerable to Trojan horse attacks on either Alice or Bob's sources. In effect, MDI-QKD trades the vulnerability to detector attacks on Bob's detection basis choice in BB84 for vulnerability to Trojan horse attacks on Bob's source basis choice. Our protocol utilizes a similar trade by swapping Bob's detector basis choice for his choice of which observable to weakly measure. A key point is that our protocol is able to make this trade Figure 6 : Schematic of one possible implementation of the weak measurement QKD protocol. Key information is encoded using the polarization of the signal photons. The photons' time degree of freedom is used as the weak measurement pointer. The weak measurement coupling strength is controlled by the size of the relative delay between the paths in the interferometer.
using only single photons and without any need for successful two photon interference as in MDI-QKD. In addition, Eve needs a significantly larger amount of information about the choice of observable in WM-QKD to break the protocol than she needs about Bob's choice of source basis in MDI-QKD. The full protocol including the weak measurement certification step is included in Appendix B.
Implementation
To indicate the feasibility of the protocol we will now sketch one particular implementation. Let us suppose that the raw key information is encoded in the polarization of the signal photons with Alice randomly choosing to encoded in either the linear polarization basis (Z) or the diagonal basis (X). Furthermore, the weak measurement pointer state will be the temporal wavefunction of the signal pulses. The weak measurement pointer states are prepared so that the single photons are emitted with a temporal envelope that is Gaussian shaped with a fixed width τ and a peak value that occurs at a known time as determined by an accurate clock at the source. Bob will possess a clock that is synchronized with Alice's source clock. Bob uses this clock to record the time each photon is detected by the single photon detectors that perform the final Z basis measurement. In the new protocol Bob must also weakly measure one of the projectors onto the two H polarization states (randomly chosen) given by
To implement the necessary weak measurement interaction, Bob will use a polarizing interferometer consisting of two polarizing beam splitters oriented with the linear basis and a polarization independent optical delay in one path of the interferometer with duration δT τ as in Figure 6 . Because the optical delay is small compared with the photon's temporal uncertainty, the entanglement between the photon's polarization and path is very weak. Just before each photon enters the polarizing interferometer, Bob will uniformly randomly choose to measure one of the two projectors onto H + and H − by rotating the incoming photon's polarization state by φ = π 8 or φ = − π 8 respectively. On exiting the interferometer, the polarization of each photon is then rotated back to its original state. Note that by implementing the weak measurement interaction in this way, the interaction strength is ensured to always be the same for both projectors since the same delay is used. The weak measurement pointer used here is the time degree of freedom for the photons' exiting of the source aperture. As long as the signal pulse's temporal wavefunction is well controlled and the detectors' timing jitter are relatively small compared to the weak measurement's optical delay, accurate estimates of delay time, and thus the weak measurement results, can be obtained.
Finally, we note that this implementation is only one of many possibilities. For example, in the case that the raw key information is encoded into the phase of the signal pulses, the polarization degree of freedom could be used as the weak measurement pointer. Bob would then utilize weak coupling between the paths inside of the appropriate non-polarizing interferometer and the photons' polarization to implement a weak measurement of phase. Additionally, while we have chosen to highlight using an additional degree of freedom of the photons themselves for the weak measurement pointer states, in principle these states could be the states of some other quantum systems prepared by Bob. Bob would weakly couple this system to each photon as it is received and then strongly measure this system independently of the photons. One potential method of using an external quantum system to perform the weak measurements is to to perform a suitably weak non-demolition measurement of the photon number of the path through the interferometer defining the weak measurement observable. This could potentially be accomplished using a nonlinear optical interaction to shift the phase of a coherent state local oscillator used as the weak measurement pointer [31, 34] in the presence of a signal photon in the interferometer path. A nice feature of this application of a nonlinear optical interaction based nondemolition measurement is that, in contrast to performing high quality quantum gates for quantum computing, we do not need or even desire a high degree of distinguisability between the occupation and non-occupation of the path.
A benefit of the analysis of the previous section is that by implementing the weak measurements using additional degrees of freedom of the photons themselves, and thus allowing Eve direct access to the pointer states, we do not necessarily compromise the security of the protocol.
Performance Comparisons of Predicted Asymptotic Secure Key Rate
In this section we will directly compare the asymptotic secure key rates of the new weak measurement protocol, a decoy state BB84 protocol, and the MDI protocol of Lo, et al. under various QKD system configurations. In Figure 7 we compare the Decoy+Vacuum BB84 protocol, calculated using Equation (42) in [24] , and the Weak+Vacuum Weak Measurement protocol, calculated using Equation (41), with two types of avalanche photon detectors (APDs): standard InGaAs APDs [15] and higher efficiency InGaAs/InP APDs [10] . We have chosen realistically weak interactions for the weak measurements with g/σ M D = 0.05, as well as a conservative intrinsic system error rate of e d = 0.015, which we model as a rotation of the state of the source qubit in the X, Z plane as defined by the weak measurment observables. The detection efficiency and dark count rate parameters were taken from the QKD experiment reported in [15] . Notice that the penalty we pay in secure rate when using weak measurements for parameter estimation is barely perceptible. This shows that the weak measurement protocol has almost the same asymptotic secure key rate as BB84 itself, but without vulnerabilities to detector control by Eve.
Since WM-QKD is secure against all detector control attacks, it is instructive to compare its performance to MDI-QKD, currently the most feasible way to implement quantum cryptography without any detector vulnerabilities. In the limit of an infinite number of decoy states and assuming the only intrinsic system errors are due to rotations of the source qubits, the asymptotic secure key rate of MDI-QKD can be calculated as in [40] . In Figure 8 we compare the relative performance of the two protocols for very low and moderate intrinsic system errors of 0.25% and 1.5% respectively. Using standard APDs, Figure 8a , indicates that WM-QKD has a secure key rate that is typically two orders of magnitude higher than MDI-QKD and a positive secure rate for a distance that is about 75-90% that of MDI-QKD. In Figure 8b we compare WM-QKD and MDI-QKD when using cryogenic superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors with 93% detection efficiency [27] . As expected, the use Figure 8 : Comparison of WM-QKD and MDI-QKD secure key rates using (a) standard, non-cryogenic APDs with total detection efficiency of 14.5% [15] and (b) cryogenic SNSPDs with total detection efficiency of 93% [27] for moderate (solid curve) and very low (dotted curve) intrinsic system error rates. The channel loss rate is 0.2 dB/km and the error reconciliation factor is f = 1.16. Figure 9 : This figure shows the stability of WM-QKD as compared to MDI-QKD under increases in the intrinsic system error rate. The total detection efficiency is 14.5%, the channel loss rate is 0.2 dB/km, and the error reconciliation factor is f = 1.16. of such extremely high efficiency detectors significantly increases the performance of both protocols, and also closes the gap somewhat between the two in the case of very low intrinsic system error. In all of these cases we have attempted to optimize the choice of signal and/or decoy intensities to maximize the key rates for each protocol and each set of system parameters. An important issue for the performance of a practical QKD system is the stability of the secure key rate with respect to changes in the system parameters. Due to the complex relationship between these parameters in MDI-QKD there can be a significant variability in the achievable secure key rate with small changes in source intensity or system error rate. For example, in Figure 9 we compare how changes in the intrinsic system error rate affect the secure key rate for MDI-QKD and WM-QKD. The signal/decoy intensities for each protocol were optimized for a system intrinsic error rate of 0.25% and held fixed. As the system's error rate was increased above 1%, MDI-QKD's performance degrades very rapidly. In comparison, the performance of WM-QKD is quite stable as a function of the intrinsic system error. This is due to the relative simplicity of performing single qubit measurements compared to the Bell state measurements of MDI-QKD.
Conclusion
We have presented a new prepare-and-measure QKD protocol that utilizes weak measurements to decouple security parameter estimation from the photon detection basis. This protocol provides a much simpler solution to well-known detector control attacks than alternatives such as MDI-QKD. We have demonstrated the robustness of the protocol against weak measurement implementation imperfections. Additionally, we have analyzed the extreme scenario in which Eve can completely control the weak measurement results themselves, and conjectured optimal attack strategies in this regime. We have demonstrated that these attack strategies necessarily fail when there is a small limitation on Eve's ability to accurately guess Bob's choice of weak measurement observable and Eve cannot alter the photon's state after the the weak measurement interaction. Finally, we compared the asymptotically achievable secure key rates of the new weak measurement protocol to BB84 with Weak+Vacuum decoy states and MDI-QKD with an infinite number of decoy states. We found that the weak measurement protocol should have almost identical performance to the BB84 protocol and is up to two orders of magnitude better than MDI-QKD for realistic system parameters and using standard, non-cryogenic detectors.
While MDI-QKD protocols eliminate detectors from the analysis of security, implementation of these protocols are highly non-trivial, costly, and have a reduced overall key throughput as compared to prepare-and-measure protocols. The prepare-and-measure weak measurement QKD protocol introduced in this article offers a cost-effective alternative to MDI-QKD that, while also eliminating detector control based attacks, will achieve an overall secure key throughput essentially equivalent to the original BB84 protocol. We stress that although the weak measurement protocol is not fully detection device independent because it is in principle susceptible to some detector side-channels, e.g. timing attacks [19] , that can leak key information independent of channel parameter estimation, WM-QKD is immune to detector control, e.g. detector blinding attacks.
The analysis presented in this paper proves the asymptotic security of a weak measurement QKD protocol (1) in the ideal case, (2) with reasonable device imperfections, and (3) against a general class of attacks in which Eve has complete control over the outcomes of the weak measurements. Future work will address the security of the weak measurement QKD protocol in the finite key length regime. In addition, we will work to develop detailed descriptions of realistic implementations of the protocol and derive the resulting predicted secure key rates.
From this we see that the lower bound on Alice and Bob's estimated bit error rate is 
From these we arrive at a modified lower bound on the estimated bit error rate for the non-ideal weak measurement implementation casẽ
If p basis and p H are known (or at least upper bounds of these parameters can be estimated with high confidence), then security of the protocol is enforced by choosing σ sec such thatδ L b is necessarily larger than the QBER security threshold δ sec . It is rather striking to see just how much weak measurement imprecision is permitted when p basis and p H are close to 1/2, while still maintaining security. 
B The Full Protocol
In Table 1 we provided a sketch of a QKD protocol that performs parameter estimation with weak measurements. In this appendix, we provide a more detailed version that incorporates all of the subtleties that were discussed in the article. The primary difference between the WM-QKD protocol and most other QKD protocols is the parameter estimation, so we describe that subroutine independently, after writing out the protocol. We will implicitly assume that decoy states have been implemented as in Section 6.4 in order to estimate the appropriate parameters.
B.1 The Protocol
1) Alice creates two uniformly random binary strings, s A and b, of length N , corresponding to the bit and basis, respectively. If b i = 0, then Alice encodes her bit s Ai in the Z basis; otherwise she encodes it in the X basis. She then transmits each signal to Bob.
2) Bob creates a uniformly random length N binary string h which he uses to choose his weak measurement observable on each signal. If h i = 0, he weakly measures H + on the i th signal; otherwise he weakly measures H − . For each signal received, Bob weakly measures the signal according to h, then strongly measures the signal in the Z basis. Bob records his weak measurement result in a (real-valued) string ω and his strong measurement result in a string s B that takes the values 0, 1, and ⊥, corresponding to measurement outcome +1, −1, and no signal received, respectively.
